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Abstract 
 

The Document Object Model is an programming interface for HTML and  XML documents. It 

explicate the structure of documents and the way a document is retrieved and controlled. In the DOM 

description, the phrase document is used in the global sense increasingly, XML is used as a way of 

expressing many distinct  kinds of information that may be stored in diverse systems. Nevertheless, 

XML presents this data as documents, and the DOM is used to handle this data. With the Document 

Object Model, programmers can improve documents, drive their structure, and append, alter, or delete 

elements and content. Anything in an HTML or XML record can be retrieved, converted, removed or 

added using the Document Object Model. 
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1 Introduction 

Mobile computing is a equipment that allows 

transmission of information and video via a 

computer or any other wireless permitted device 

without having to be connected to a fixed 

physical link. Relay network of  the system 

performance. Data can be sent from sender to 

receiver. Data was encrypted using RIJNDAEL 

algorithm. Source will accomplish the encrypt 

key. The RIJNDAEL is a new creation balanced 

block cipher that supports key sizes of 128 bits 

Beamforming is a signal refinement technic used 

to govern the directionality of the transmission 

and receiving of radio signals. To change the 

directionality of the array when transmitting, a 

beamformer restricts the phase and 

respective  amplitude of the signal at each 

transmitter, in order to create a pattern of  

 

 

effective and eradicative interference in the 

Wave front. When gathering, information from 

divergent sensors is combined in a way where 

the expected pattern of radiation is preferentially 

noticed. For sample in sonar, to forward a sharp 

pulse of submarine sound towards a ship in the 

distance, simply broadcasting that sharp pulse 

from every sonar stereopticon  in an array 

concurrently fails because the ship will  pickup 

the pulse from the speechifier that happens to be 

immediate the ship, then later pulses from orator 

that happen to be the further from the ship. 

 

2 Existing System 

 

Existing system provide sufficient solutions to 

data collection in WSNs, their inefficiencies 
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have been noticed. Specifically, in relay routing 

structure, minimizing power utilisation on the 

forwarding path does not necessarily extend 

network life expentancy, since some perilous 

sensors on the path may run out of energy faster 

than others. Relay routing is a clear and capable 

methodology to routing messages to the data 

sink in a multi-hop fashion. Devised a 

coordinated transfer record by choosing alternate 

routes to avoid congestions. Studied the 

formation of a maximum-lifetime data gathering 

tree by mapping  an algorithm that starts from an 

arbitrary tree and repetitiously reduces the load 

on bottleneck nodes. Studied deployments of 

relay nodes to elongate network lifetime. 

Compared collection tree protocol (CTP) via 

testbeds in . CTP computes wireless routes 

adaptive to wireless link status and satisfies 

reliability, toughness, adequacy and hardware 

individualism requirements. Compared with data 

collection via a static sink, introducing motion 

for data collection enjoys the improves of 

balancing energy consumptions in the network 

and connecting disconnected regions. 

Investigated mobility under random walk where 

the mobile collector picks up data from nearby 

sensors, buffers and unloads data to the wired 

access point. However, random trajectory cannot 

guarantee unconsciousness bounds which is 

required in many applications. 

 

2.1Disadvantages 

    

� Less Secured 

� Less Efficiency 

� Less Complexity 

� Extraction Failure 

� Time Consumption is high 

 

3 .Module description for Proposed system 

 

3.1 Data collection 

Data collection is the technique of accumulation 

and measuring information on targeted variables 

in an recognized systematic apporach, which 

then permit one to answer suited questions and 

evaluate outcomes.The goal for all data 

collection is to capture quality verify that then 

convert  to rich data analysis. 

 

3.2 Data Normalization  

Database normalization is the technique of 

formulating the attributes and relations of a 

relational database to minimize data redundancy. 

Normalization involves mouldering a table into 

less iterating  tables without losing information; 

defining foreign keys in the old table retelling 

the primary keys of the new ones. The objective 

is to seclusive data so that enlarging, 

obliteration, and reformation of an attribute can 

be made in just one table and then reproduced 

through the rest of the database using the defined 

foreign keys. 

 

3.3 Document object model 

The Document Object Model is an programming 

interface for HTML and  XML documents. It 

explicate the structure of documents and the way 

a document is retrieved and controlled. In the 

DOM description, the phrase document is used 

in the global sense increasingly, XML is used as 

a way of expressing many distinct  kinds of 

information that may be stored in diverse 

systems. Nevertheless, XML presents this data as 

documents, and the DOM is used to handle this 

data. 
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3.4  To apply beam forming 

Beam forming can be used to ,easily can identify 

the destination process. Similar problems have 

also been investigated in two-way relay 

networks. Compared with CB, the opportunistic 

relay selection is a low overhead alternative by 

selecting a single relay to forward the anticipated 

signals while engaging the diversity gain 

achieved by CB. 

 

3.5 Data sending 

 

Data can be send from source to relay. Relay has 

been recognized the inception’s data. Thus the 

data can be show from relay to destination. Data 

has been send with secured to the destination . 

Secure data has been send from source to relay. 

Relay has been identify the destination beam 

forming.  

 

3.6 Receiving original data 

 

The normalization key received from source. To 

apply the mapping algorithm. Data has been 

received with secured to destination . Destination 

to get original data. Secure data has been 

received from relay to destination.                                                                                                                                    

 

3.7 Advantages 
 

� High Efficiency 

� Flexible 

� Complexity is high 

� Easily can identify the destination data 

 

4 System Architecture 

 

  

           

 
   5 Algorithm Used 
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6 Conclusion 

       In this paper, we investigate the security 

issue of the AF MUP2P relay networks, where a 

secure user transmits the confidential 

information in the presence of a multi-antenna 

eavesdropper, while the other unclassified users 

transmit unclassified messages. We jointly 

design the transmit power of the source and relay 

beamformer for maximizing the achievable 

secrecy rate under the minimum received SINR 

requirement at each destination.  The Document 

Object Model (DOM) is a programming API for 

HTML and XML documents. It defines the 

logical structure of catalogs and the way a 

document is retrieved and handled. In the DOM 

specification, the term document is used in the 

extensive sense  increasingly, XML is being used 

as a way of imitating many altered kinds of 

information that may be reserved in diverse 

systems, and much of this would conventionally 

be seen as data rather than as documents.  
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